Redefining Reality
by Earl P. Holt III

Vladimir Lenin once remarked that "The first duty of the propagandist
is to subvert the meaning of words." The left in this country appears
intent on following Lenin's advice to the letter as a tactic for redefining
its own reality. For these charlatans, "Truth" and reality are merely
subjective concepts.
Various black academics -- with the erudition of Amos & Andy -- have
declared that milk, punctuality, a solar eclipse, the word "black" and
COVID-19 are either "racist" or indicative of "white supremacy." These
frauds deserve nothing but ridicule, although there are even bigger dolts
and race-hustlers out there who actually believe such lunacy. Moreover,
they are busily redefining words whose definitions normal people now
take for granted.
Remember the George Floyd riots of 2020, when Black Liars Murder and
the commies of Antifa burned businesses, police stations and cop cars to
the ground? They simultaneously engaged in numerous aggravated
assaults and murder, but the vile Jews' Media repeatedly called these
riots "peaceful demonstrations," even as fires burned out of control in
the background.
Feminists, queers, circus freaks and transgenders are equally intent on
redefining the word "woman." The current synonym de jour appears to
be "birthing person," although it's also claimed that males can be
birthing persons too. This is to help maintain the fiction that there are 57
varieties of "gender," and anyone can claim to be a woman even if one
possesses male genitalia, a "Y" Chromosome and a five O’clock shadow.

For more than 50 years, the standard definition of a "recession" was two
consecutive quarters of declining Gross Domestic Product. Now, the
Biden Regime has hastily redefined the term and called its current
recession a "transition." Having plunged the U.S. economy into a
"transition" just before the 2022 Mid-Term Elections, "Democrats" wish
to avoid its political consequences. Their profligate spending has
generated double-digit inflation, and its "green" energy policies have
doubled the price of petroleum products. They employ the word
"transition" solely to deceive voters.
To scare Americans into obedience, federal health authorities repeatedly
use the threat of new, communicable diseases to terrorize the weakminded. The most recent example is Monkey-Pox, alleged to be a threat
to everyone, just as it was claimed of the AIDS virus decades ago. The
highly-politicized Center for Disease Control now intends to rename the
illness, probably because the term Monkey-Pox raises too many
questions about its origins and its mode of transmission. However, like
the AIDS virus, if you don't have sex with queers, n*ggers or monkeys,
you are not in danger of contracting it.
Mathematics is the language of science, yet most blacks have little
aptitude for it because their IQs are too low and they are lazy. In
response, race-hustlers and communists are attempting to substitute socalled "Ethno-Math," which rejects the notion of "correct" answers. This
would make every public school student equally deficient in math skills,
thereby camouflaging the nearly universal incapacity of blacks to achieve
proficiency in this vital subject matter, that is a prerequisite for being an
educated person.
Likewise, there's some leftist group named Youth Advocate Programs
(YAP) that's awash in funding and is currently using its windfall to
redefine the word "criminal." YAP seeks alternatives to incarcerating
dangerous felons, so it's agenda is to redefine the term so that a criminal

record doesn't mean that one is a criminal. Its thuggish poster-boy
states, "...I did some stupid things and committed some crimes, but I'm
not a criminal." By this logic, Jeffry Dahmer wasn't a cannibal, Bernie
Madoff wasn't a thief, Hunter Biden is a diplomat and Ted Bundy was a
feminist.
The current alarm over climate originated as the "global warming"
movement, but it was soon forced to redefine itself and transition into
the "climate change" movement. That redefinition occurred after
historical records proved that much of the Earth's most extreme years of
high temperatures occurred when fossil fuel consumption was a mere
fraction of current levels, and carbon emissions were negligible
compared to the present. For example, the highest temperature ever
recorded on Earth was 136 Degrees Fahrenheit in Libya in 1922, and the
highest recorded temperature in the U.S. was 134 Degrees Fahrenheit
in Death Valley, California in 1913. (Cristopher Burt. Extreme Weather.
W.W. Norton and Company, 2007.)
Finally, "Democrats" have been forced to redefine the word "secure"
ever since Homeland Security Commissar Alejandro Mayorkas
repeatedly stated before Congress that our southern border is "secure."
Since 2,000,000 illegal aliens snuck through it in 2021 -- and another
1,500,000 in the first six months of 2022 -- the Biden Administration has
apparently redefined the word "secure" to actually mean "porous" or
"non-existent."
Those who believe the George Floyd riots were "peaceful," who can't
define "woman," who reject the standard definition of "recession," who
would rename Monkey-Pox, who would substitute "Ethno-Math" for
real math, who think felonies don't make you a criminal, whose
ignorance fails to discourage their weather alarmism, and who think our
southern border is secure, have no business being in any elected office
anywhere except perhaps in Zimbabwe or Bora-Bora.

